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$25 is a good
price to pay for a
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Is Included in This
Monster Clearance Sale
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Right in the height of the season when Spring
Millinery is most in demand, cfmes Fraley's
clearance sale a month earlier than usual always an anticipated event now more interesting than ever the savings greater than before
variety larger styles more charming and

'

stocks more comprehensive.
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TRIMMED HATS
Unlimited variety
no two
alike. The very latest Gage,
Castellan and our own creaprices always
tions low-relow, now lower than ever the
savings are incomparable
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read on!
Regular $5 and
$6.50 Hats now
Regular $7.50 Hats
now reduced to.
$10 to $20 Hats
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Eastern Pattern
Hats up to $40.
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Untrimmed Shapes
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Every wanted shape in all the
authoritative styles and colors
in every worthy material more
than space permits mention of.
Attend early and be convinced of
Fraley's money-savin- g
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New Chip, Patent Milan and imitation
hair shapes, in black, white and fc "1 Of)
burnt regular up to $1.95, now.
New Spring blocks in real hemp. Come in
black and colors. Regular up to 4 "l

non-unio-

Pf

non-uni-

hand-block-

RALEY'S
THIRD AND SALMON STREETS

"Self-prais-

is what others say about
Campbell's Tomato Soup that counts.
say. Try it yourself.
And it is what
li'you don't agree with the great multitude of particular housewives, culinary
experts and other critical people who
use it constantly that this famous
Campbell 'kind" has a delicious flavor
and richness all its own; we haven't
one other argument to offer.
And the grocer returns your
money.
Try it
You are the judge.
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convenient

10c

21 kinds
Look for the.
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goes little ways"
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ONE STORE ONLY
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Clearance Sale price

$12
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Excellent quality hemp in a variety of
A
Lr
new and pleasing blocks, up to
.
$6.00, now on sale for
Milans and
Finest imported
Tagals. Exclusive and attractive models
Q Q"
just received. Regular up to
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E. J.
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$2.70, Clearance Sale price
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DON 'T STAY GRAY!
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SAGE TEA WILL

DARKEN YOUR HAIR BEAUTIFULLY
A Mixture of Sage and

then there will he no disSul- - "Wyetb'a"
appointment.
You just dampen a sponge or soft

phur Prevents uanaruii
and Falling Hair.

jn.van vAiir hair- with
no one can tell,
Tea and Sulphur
so even-l- y
because lt done .o naturally;
danremove
to
BPlendid
also
Is
It
druff, cure Itching scalp and stop fall
ing hair.
Preparing this mixture, though, at
task.
Is a . mussy and -troublesome
home
...
Ea
hntti.
- vnu can
f or bdoul
ready-to-us- e
store the
buy at any drug
-tonle called wyeins dBo ura
put this mixture . up themselves but
make it too sncKj-- o in
Ea

w .nen you

brush with "Wyeth's Bage and Sulphur" and draw It through your hair,
taking one small strand at a time. Do
this at night and by morning all gray
hair disappears and after another application or two becomes beautifully
darkened and more glossy and luxuriant than ever. Tou will also discover
dandruff is gone and hair haa stopped
falling.
Gray, faded hair, though no disgrace.
Is a sign of old age and, as we all
desire a youthful and ettractlve appearance, get busy at once with
Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur and you'll
look years younger. Inquiry shows all
pharmacists In town here sell lots of It
Agents, The Owl Drug; Co.

